Thermodynamics of the various forms of the dodecamer d(ATTACCGGTAAT) and of its constituent hexamers from proton nmr chemical shifts and UV melting curves: three-state and four-state thermodynamic models.
Chemical shifts of base and H1' protons of the single-stranded hexamers d(ATTACC) and d(GGTAAT), of the 1:1 mixtures of these complementary hexamers, and of the self-complementary dodecamer d(ATTACCGGTAAT) were measured at various temperatures in aqueous solution. Four different sample concentrations were used in the case of the dodecamer and of the mixture of the complementary hexamers; the individual hexamers were measured at two different DNA concentrations. Absorbance temperature profiles at five different NaCl concentrations were measured for the dodecamer in order to quantify the effect of the ionic strength on the duplex formation. Under suitable conditions of nucleotide concentration, temperature, and ionic strength, the dodecamer adopts either a B-DNA duplex or a hairpin-loop structure. Chemical shift vs temperature profiles, constructed for all samples, were used to obtain thermodynamic parameters either for the various stacking interactions in the single strands or for the duplex or the hairpin-loop formation. In the analysis of the duplex formation of the hexamers, a two-state approach appeared too simple, because systematic deviations were revealed. Therefore, a new three-state model (DUPSTAK) was developed. In order to investigate the magnitude of error arising from the use of the two-state approach in cases where the DUPSTAK model appears more appropriate, a series of test calculations was made. The magnitude of error in the enthalpy and in the entropy of duplex melting is found to depend linearly upon the actual melting temperature and not upon the individual delta Hd degrees and delta Sd degrees values. Thermodynamic analysis of the chemical shift vs temperature profiles in D2O solution (no added salt) yields an average Tmd value of 341 K (1M DNA) and delta Hd degrees of - 121 kJ.mol-1 for the dimer/random-coil transition of the hexamer duplex d(ATTACC).d(GGTAAT). For the duplex in equilibrium random-coil transition of the 12-mer d(ATTACCGGTAAT) an average Tmd value of 336 K (1M DNA) and delta Hd degrees of -372 kJ.mol-1 are found. The hairpin/random-coil transition of d(ATTACCGGTAAT) is characterized by a rather large delta Hh degrees value, -130 kJ.mol-1, and an average Tmh value of 304 K.